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CURSOR CONTROLS 
Trackballs 
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Marine, Aerospace and Military 
 
  
United by their requirements for high 
precision, high quality, ultra reliable pointing 
devices, the Marine , Aerospace and 
Military markets present some of the most 
extreme applications for the CURSOR 
CONTROLS trackball range. With decades of 
experience in supporting these demanding 
applications, CURSOR CONTROLS have 
expanded their product offerings, capabilities 
and features and now include a wide range 
of units designed specifically for these kinds 
of harsh environments. 
 
Optical Trackballs | Laser Trackballs | 
Ruggedised Trackballs | Ergonomic Trackballs 
| Waterproof Trackballs | Scroll Wheel 
Modules | Anti-Vibration Trackballs 
 

Medical  
 
 
Commonly regarded as one of the most 
quality and technology conscious applications, 
CURSOR CONTROLS have a broad range of 
devices designed specifically for the Medical 
market including a number of innovative and 
advanced patented features. 
 
Optical Trackballs | Laser Trackballs | Z-Axis 
Trackballs | Compact Trackballs | Waterproof 
Trackballs | Scroll Wheel Modules 

Sound, Light & Video Editing 
  
  
Despite differing end uses and control 
elements, the Sound, Lighting and Video 
Editing Markets share a key common 
requirement from their trackballs – that of 
needing enhanced functionality and an 
increased number of unit outputs from a 
compact footprint solution. 
 
Z-Axis Trackballs | Scroll Wheel Modules | 
Backlighting 

Industrial & Commercial 
 
  
Whatever the application, whether an 
Industrial keyboard, CAD/CAM software 
control, in process control stations, 
Kiosk/public access terminals, a Special 
Needs input device or indeed any other form 
of cursor controlling application, CURSOR 
CONTROLS extensive range of Industrial and 
Commercial trackballs are sure to provide a 
solution. 
 
Mechanical Trackballs | Optical Trackballs | 
Laser Trackballs | Rear Panel Trackballs | Top 
Mount Trackballs |Desktop Trackballs | 
Compact Trackballs | Waterproof Trackballs | 
Scroll Wheel Modules 

 
 
 
 

Currently with over 1,200 trackball 
variants available and more than 
70 years of product knowledge and 
experience the CURSOR CONTROLS 
range of trackballs are fully 
compatible with all the latest 
computer operating systems and 
utilize mechanical, laser or optical 
tracking technology. 
Acknowledged as a world leader in 
trackball technology, design and 
manufacture, CURSOR CONTROLS 
continues to drive forward in the 
pursuit of excellence in its field. 
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On your disposal for 50 years! 
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